




1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

Travel and 
recreational, cultural 

and leisure, the future.
Impact on places 

2. TECHNOLOGY
Transport,

information and 
communications 

technology

3. TRADE
Goods and services 

across a range of scales

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

of goods on people, 
places and 

environments 
throughout world

GeoWorld 



GeoWorld 



GE4-8

Student
communicates 
geographical 

information using a 
variety of strategies

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 

influences that form 
and transform places 

and environments

GE4-3

Student explains how 
interactions and 

connections between 
people, places and 

environments result 
in change

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of people 
and organisations on 

a range of 
geographical issues

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of places 
and environments for 

their sustainability

GE4-7

Student acquires and 
processes 

geographical 
information by 

selecting and using 
geographical tools for 

inquiry

http://c8.alamy.com/comp/D35H2B/rats-nest-of-electrical-wiring-typical-of-third-world-asian-countries- D35H2B.jpg
GeoWorld 



https://media.licdn.com/mpr/mpr/AAEAAQAAAAAAAAX9AAAAJDA1NDNiMTc4LWVmZTQtNDEzMi05ZjMyLTY5ZDg3MWQ5NDAyZA.jpg
Mind maps on a geographical topic are excellent examples of interconnections



https://lizclong.files.wordpress.com/2012/06/577815734_f19c326a03.jpg



GeoWorld 

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

Causes national scale:
Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone

Changes to people, places and 
environments

Health systems: lacked health care workers Foreign aid- construct hospitals,  
train nurses. Ebola vaccine

Bush meat: fruit bats eaten-primary host of 
Ebola

Posters forbidding eating bush 
meat

Cultural practices: Africans wash and kiss 
deceased. Prohibiting families performing 
rites means dead person’s spirit will bring 
bad luck to family

Restricted contact by 
quarantine lines

Causes at global scale: global movement  of infected 
people

Restrictions on tourism and re-entry 
of health personnel into own country.



http://wordpress.clarku.edu/id252-ss/files/2015/11/47574605_somali_pirates_466_2.gif

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

C
A

U
SE

S:
 

Civil war - abandonment of 
navy

Illegal fishing by foreign 
boats-lost income

Dumping of toxic waste in 
Somali waters by foreign 
vessels-reduced income C

O
N

SE
Q

U
E

N
C

E S: Threat to international 
shipping-trade, tourism

Cost $6.6 to $6.9 billion a year 
in lost global trade

Poor coastal villages 
transformed into boomtowns

Pirates GPS, ICT technology

R
E

SP
O

N
SE

S FISHERMEN:
Formed armed groups to stop 
foreign ships
Turned to hijacking 
commercial vessels for 
ransom-alternate income

GLOBAL COMMUNITY:
India concerned as most 
shipping trade routes passed 
through Gulf of Aden.
25 military vessels from 
China, Russia, India and Japan 
patrolled 8.3 million km2 of 
ocean, about a quarter the 
size of Africa
2016, no vessels or hostages 
remain in pirate captivity

Activities:
•Draw an interconnections 
diagram before piracy 
started  ( trade route 
map)-Gulf of Eden, India, 
Tanzania, fishermen-ocean 
food web.
•What caused changes to 
interconnections? 
•What were the 
consequences of these 
changes locally and 
globally?
•How did the global 
community mend broken 
interconnections? Were 
strategies effective?



http://www.safety4sea.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/2016-Annual-IMB-Piracy-Report-Infographics_Page_3-1024x512.jpg





• So much 
information and 
choice!!

• Determine what 
you will teach 
BROADLY and 
what you will 
teach in DEPTH

https://3hzqtk1fl9rx1oeesj3uzf0y-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/shutterstock_529990585.png



http://news.infoshop.org/sites/default/files/styles/article_image_full_node/public/field/image/10132744603_41166833de_c1.jpg?ito
k=TtEKkbOY



GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using a 
variety of strategies

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of people 
and organisations on a 
range of geographical 

issues



Activity: 
Research internet for three diagrams illustrating environmental connections (e.g. food web)
Draw a diagram showing how clearing bamboo forests in China is interconnected with declining Panda populations

• weather
• climate

•water cycle,
•rivers

•oceans

• flora
• fauna

•landforms
•soil

•weathering
•tectonic forces



https://anticap.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/190391_600.jpg

GE4-3

Student explains how 
interactions and 

connections between 
people, places and 

environments result 
in change



http://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2015/08/21/17/2B8C163900000578-3205724-image-a-30_1440173403600.jpg

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



http://121design.com.au/wp-
content/uploads/2013/11/fortress_australia.jpg

https://s3.amazonaws.com/lowres.cartoonstock.com/none-asylum_seeker-
seeking_asylum-refugee-border_protection_force-manus_island-sbln627_low.jpg

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



http://i.imgur.com/FqNlgqg.png

Activity: 
Investigate following country Emojis and discuss whether borders promote connections or disconnections. 
This site will help https://www.reddit.com/r/polandball/comments/1gq57f/borders_around_the_world/

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies



GeoWorld 

INCREASED INTERCONNECTIONS
• volcanic ash moved across Europe
• global media-instantaneous flow of information 

between countries (ICT/satellite)
• civil power-protests ‘open airports’!

RESTRICTED INTERCONNECTIONS
• goods (trade)
• people (migration, labour, tourism)
• flights ( 4th day - 63,000 flights cancelled in 23 

European countries)

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change



 airports closed across Europe

 millions of passengers stranded

 Kenyan farmers lost $1.3m a day

 BMW scaled back work hours

 Effected global commerce

Agricultural area-% Iceland 

low visibility, 
respiratory problems, lack of 
clean water and food for 
livestock GeoWorld 

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



1. PERSONAL CONNECTIONS
Travel

Recreational
Cultural
Leisure
Future

2. TECHNOLOGY
Transport

Information and 
communications technology

3. TRADE
Goods and services required

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

Goods purchased and impacts 
on people, places and 

environments throughout 
world

Activity: In groups, mind-map personal  connections covering main points in syllabus



• Teen connections
• iGeneration
• consequences of living in 

interconnected world
• Cultural connections

• Indigenous 
• migrants and refugees 
• graffiti, dance, music, 

religion
• Disconnections and exclusions

• Local places-community
• Shopping Centre
• Global retailer/global brand
• Fast Food-McDonalds

1.

PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

GeoWorld 

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

2. TECHNOLOGY

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

3. TRADE



Brand images: Shell, Cocoa Cola, Apple, Google
Media: Time Warner, News Corp, Disney, Viacom 
Religions: Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Hinduism 
Hotels: Sheraton, Marriott, Holiday Inn, Westin
Airlines: Qantas, British Airways
Communications: Telstra, Microsoft, IBM
Food: McDonalds, Hungry Jacks
Credit cards/Banks: Visa, MasterCard
Global organisations: World Bank, United Nations
Sports: World Cups, Olympic Games
Fashion: Billabong, Chanel, Nike
Music: Adele, Katy Perry
TV: Reality shows, Disney
Cars: Subaru, Mercedes

Activity: Design an e- collage of global interconnections

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change
GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

Activity: Suggest programs enabling homeless and disabled youths to be more connected in Australian society. GeoWorld 

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of people and 
organisations on a range of 

geographical issues



Place: ‘Between Two Worlds’, 
Kimber lane Sydney.
Murals and 30 suspended 
illuminated spirit figures 
represent connections to past, 
present and future. 

These figures inspired by 
Aboriginal and Chinese heritage, 
contribute to cultural 
interconnections

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

cultural

GeoWorld 



http://static.boredpanda.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/world-largest-mural-street-art-las-etnias-the-ethnicities-eduardo-kobra-rio-olympics-brazil-fb__700-png.jpg

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

cultural, recreational

GeoWorld 

Brazilian Graffiti World’s Largest Street  Mural For Rio Olympics

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical issues

GE4-3

Student 
explains how 

interactions and 
connections 

between people, 
places and 

environments 
result in change



GeoWorld 

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



http://www.arabicvisitorservices.com.au/assets/images/content/face.jpg

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

GeoWorld 

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



https://cdnVStheconversation.com/files/71886/area14mp/image-20150212-13215-1cyhrhc.jpg

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

leisure, recreation, travel, 
future

GeoWorld 

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



 4,000 stores in 62 countries 
 132,000 employees
 second largest global retailer-behind Zara
 does not own factories
 outsources all production from 800 suppliers
 60% of production in Asia, 40% in Europe
 workers earn a ‘living wage’
 online shopping available in 32 countries
 latest sustainability report touts commitment to environmental and social responsibility

Activity- fieldwork 
List global retailers (e.g. H&M) and global brands (e.g. Nike) in local shopping centre
In groups conduct a geographical inquiry into a global fashion retailer or global fashion brand
Include: location of production and consumption, production process, impacts of on-line shopping, and whether 
company has sustainable policies and practices. Where possible include geographical tools-maps, graphs, tables, 
statistics, photographs and diagrams.

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

GeoWorld 

3. TRADE
Goods

.

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



Activities
• How do you check this is not FAKE NEWS?
• How can you become a fashion consumer 

promoting sustainability?
• What is meant by closing the ‘fashion loop’?
• Why are sweatshops referred to as ‘deadly’ 

fashion?
• Who is really paying for your cheap clothes?
• Investigate the purpose of the Clean Clothes 

Campaign and whether it has been effective.
http://www.meldrenachapin.com/blog/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/how-it-works.jpg

• in-store recycling program helped close ‘fashion loop’
• uses 80% renewable electricity 
• inspecting more textile suppliers to improve working 

conditions

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



GeoWorld 

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



McDonalds adapts to local market place

 Muslim countries: Halal food

 Hindu countries: Beef removed

 Jewish countries: Kosher food 

 Types of burgers: McRice in Indonesia

Activities
View video McDonalds around world 
http://www.geographypods.com/7-global-interactions-at-the-local-level.html

How  has your McDonalds been glocalised?
Investigate McDonalds sustainable policies and 
practices. Present as an e-poster

Research extent of a commercial activity at local 
scale (Gloria Jeans, Starbucks, KFC) and how it 
has become globalised

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



• PROCESS

• society takes on characteristics of 
a fast-food restaurant, like 
McDonalds-efficiency, 
predictability and control. 

• copied all over world

• travel agencies transport middle 
class Australians to European 
capitals, each experiencing similar 
hotels, restaurants, and other 
predictable controlled 
experiences. 

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments



TYPES
TRAVEL, RECREATIONAL, 

CULTURAL, LEISURE

IMPACTS 
PEOPLE, 
PLACES,

ENVIRONMENTS

• Medical
• Adventure 
• Backpackers versus 

luxury cruises
• Theme parks
• Sport-World Cups, 

Surfing
• Religious-Haj 
• Cultural-Chinese New 

Year 
• Ecotourism
• Future

• People: child labour
• Places: leisure/tourist/ 

terrorism links
• Environments: land, air, 

water and soil degradation
• Sustainability:

• Conservation
• World Heritage Sites
• Ecotourism

GeoWorld 

1. 

PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

Travel and 
recreational, 
cultural and 
leisure, the 

future.
Impacts on 

places, people 
and 

environments



Activity: Compare vintage tourist posters with current posters. Has the message changed? Discuss whether 
posters are effective promotion material.
Design an annotated  e-collage of posters promoting tourism to an Asian or African country

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/0e/30/94/0e30943d1aa97b650a64ff46f462f982.jpg

GE4-8

Student
communicates 
geographical 

information using a 
variety of strategies



Europe most visited region with over half of world’s international 
tourists. International tourist arrivals in Asia and Pacific increasing

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

Travel.

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies

Activities:
In groups investigate latest statistics on global and Australian tourism. Include number of tourists and what countries they come from. 
Refer to map: Why would you visit Niagara Falls, Times Square, Notre Dame, Sydney Opera House, Disneyland? 
Nature tourism scores low compared to recreation. Explain this statement.

http://www.mappery.com/maps/50-Most-Popular-Tourist-Destinations-Map.mediumthumb.png



Activities:
• List 10 global kidnapping hotspots. 

What are the causes of kidnapping? 
What are the consequences to the 
tourism industry?

• In groups select one country that is 
listed as dangerous to visit.  Research 
reasons for this categorisation.

• Discuss why conflict, diseases, crime, 
famine, natural disasters, corruption,  
inadequate tourist infrastructure, or 
human rights abuses, led to a decline 
in tourism in many countries.

• Refer to the Watch list 2016 
https://opinion.red24.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/12/TF16_Watchlist_reduced.png

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS

Travel.

https://opinion.red24.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Global-Kidnapping-Hotspots-2016.png

GE4-3

Student explains 
how 

interactions and 
connections 

between people, 
places and 

environments 
result in change



January 2017: 
President Trump's ban 
on travellers from 
seven majority-Muslim 
countries could have a 
chilling effect on U.S. 
tourism, global 
business and enrolment 
in American 
universities

Trump travel ban 
begins to deter 
foreign tourists 
from U.S

Places: New York, the nation's most 
visited city by people overseas, 
predicts such trips will drop more 
than 2% this year to 12.4 million, the 
first decline after 8 consecutive annual 
increases. Los Angeles and Miami may 
also experience decreases

Trump on 5/3/2017 
issued revised travel 
restrictions that 
exempts Iraq from 
the ban and gives 
more specifics about 
who is covered. 

Trump slump? US tourism 
industry fears downturn

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/8c/32/40/8c3240d2ce5421f6f7e93d762b830de7.jpg

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments



GE4-3

Student explains how 
interactions and 

connections between 
people, places and 

environments result in 
change

GLOBAL REGIONAL 

NATIONAL-NAMIBIA



GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

Human zoos: African lip plate, Myanmar coils around neck



GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical issues



GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability

Activity: Design annotated eco-tourist island for a travel brochure. Explain how management of the place is sustainable  

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



• Quicksilver sells products 90 countries
• Mambo 22 stores around world
• Billabong 2,200 product lines with 50% 

of sales in US
• Rip Curl stores in Europe, USA, Israel. 

Most clothes are manufactured in China. 
A recognised global brand gives a business a 
marketing advantage, such as Rip Curl’s 
wave

SURFAID SCHOOLS PROGRAM
www.surfaidinterantional.org

4. PRODUCTION 
goods

3. TRADE
Goods

Activity: Research how popular surfing locations and surfing carnivals impact on people, places and environments 
e.g. Byron Bay, Bondi, Bali, Hawaii and Huntington (USA)

http://www.surfaidinterantional.org/


GeoWorld 

Activity
Explain positive and negative impacts of tourism on Bacalar Chico National Park and Marine Reserve-UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, Belize. Suggest sustainable development strategies

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



GeoWorld 

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



Double-edged sword:

 brings awareness of 
beautiful places and 
economic development for 
local population. 

 exposure can lead to 
uncontrolled numbers of 
tourists, damaging the 
beauty they came to see.

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS
Travel-future



https://media.licdn.com/mpr/mpr/AAEAAQAAAAAAAAlTAAAAJDEwNmM5OGI3LTY1OTktNDRjMS1iMTlhLWFhYmRmYjhjY2MwOA.jpg
GeoWorld https://thumbs.dreamstime.com/z/medical-tourism-illustration-infographic-concept-57426040.jpg

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



GeoWorld 

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies

http://www.viewsoftheworld.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/OlympicWorlds_ParticipantsAndMedals.png

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS
Travel-future



GeoWorld 

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

1. PERSONAL 
CONNECTIONS
Travel-future



https://www.greenprophet.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/overconsumption.jpg

4. 

PRODUCTION 
AND 

CONSUMPTION
of goods on 

people, places 
and 

environments 
throughout 

world

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry



4. PRODUCTION 

AND 
CONSUMPTION

GeoWorld 

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



Costs China

Fabric $2.80

Trims (zippers) $1.17

Wash/finish- $0.50

Labour $1.67

Overhead/financing $0.37

Duty/Tariff $1.09

Freight $0.25

Total landed costs $7.85

Jeans sell $20-$40 in Australia

PLACE: 
• Xintang in SW China
• denim capital of the world
• makes 33% of jeans sold around world
• town performs complete manufacturing process-

weaving, dyeing, washing, tailoring and 
packaging. 

PEOPLE: 
• Chinese boy earns 22 cents for snipping loose 

threads off one pair of jeans.
• In one day he completes about 200 pairs. 
Photo: http://www.greenpeace.org/africa/en/Multimedia/slideshows/What-Really-Goes-into-a-Pair-of-Jeans/

4. PRODUCTION of goods 

on people and  places

Activity: 
Calculate the difference in cost and retail price of jeans
Draw the costs as a pie graph GeoWorld 

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

http://www.greenpeace.org/africa/en/Multimedia/slideshows/What-Really-Goes-into-a-Pair-of-Jeans/


4. PRODUCTION
of goods on places and 

environments

Activity: Investigate environmental and social costs of producing jeans in China GeoWorld 

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



http://www.vosizneias.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/APTOPIX-Bangladesh-Bu_sham-1.jpg

4. PRODUCTION 
of goods

GeoWorld 

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



http://www.worldmapper.org/images/largepng/83.png
http://www.geographypods.com/geography-of-my-stuff.html

3. TRADE
Goods COMPLICATED 

INTERCONNECTIONS
‘MADE EVERYWHERE’



4. PRODUCTION 
AND 

CONSUMPTION
of goods
3. TRADE

Goods across a 
range of scales

GeoWorld 



Yiwu-‘Christmas village’
• 600 factories produce 60% of world’s 

decorations.
• “largest small commodity wholesale market 

in world” 
• “Elves” -mainly migrant labourers, working 

12 hours a day for little money. 

: Village’s glory days have passed. 
Losing out to internet giants like Alibaba with 
1.4million  different Christmas decorations 
compared to Yiwu’s mere 400,000

Activity:
• What are the global interconnections?
• What could be the future impacts on Yiwu and its 

population?
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/architecture-design-blog/2014/dec/19/santas-real-workshop-the-town-in-china-that-
makes-the-worlds-christmas-decorations?CMP=share_btn_fb

4. PRODUCTION 
goods

3. TRADE
Goods

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

of goods on people, places 
and environments 
throughout world

3. TRADE
Goods across a range of 

scales

GeoWorld 



Diagram: http://edition.cnn.com/2014/02/13/world/africa/cocoa-nomics-explained-infographic/index.html

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

of goods-process

Activity: Refer to the internet and present annotated photographs of each stage. 
Describe connections between growing and consuming chocolate  as a short narrative

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



Activity: Refer to internet showing different regions-production and consumption. Compare two regions-
http://pinoychocophile.blogspot.com.au/2014/03/cnn-on-cocoa-nomics.html

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies



http://www.aidthoughts.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/mmgun.jpg
https://bizgovsoc8.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/child-slavery-chocolate-industry-ivory-coast.jpg

• Thousands of children are kidnapped and trafficked into the Ivory Coast to 
become slaves on cocoa farms.

• Chocolate money also supported conflict in the Ivory Coast.
• Nestle and Hersey accused of aiding child slavery for chocolate

GeoWorld 

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



Diagram: https://chocolateclass.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/b7obgpeiiaa9gs4.jpg?w=604; https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/236x/2a/58/69/2a5869364bbdecb97b2a328f472f35cc.jpg

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies

https://chocolateclass.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/b7obgpeiiaa9gs4.jpg?w=604


12. How can cocoa 
production be 
sustainable?

1. Where is 
cocoa grown?

6. Future-where are 
emerging chocolate 

producing and 
consuming countries 

located? 

8. Where and 
why is child 
labour in the 

chocolate 
industry? What 
should we do 

about it?

9. Why are 
the 

producers 
of cocoa in 
Ghana still 

poor?

10. What 
countries 

are the 
main 

exporters? 
What is fair 

trade?

4. How does 
the cocoa 

bean become 
chocolate? 

What are the 
processes?

2. What type 
of biome is 
required to 

grow cocoa? 
How does it 
impact on 

places

3. Where is 
most cocoa 
produced? 

What 
countries are 

the largest 
producers?

GeoWorld 

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



What is coffee? Where is it produced? 

Who are the main 
consumers?

Why is it a global crop?

Are profits fairly distributed?What are the advantages of fair trade?

Is production 
sustainable?

What should we do about inequality or social injustice?

How does it impact on 
people, places and 
environments

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

of goods on people, places and 
environments throughout 

world

GeoWorld 

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



Activity: Look at short videos at http://www.pbs.org/independentlens/blackgold/film.html
What are the messages? What should be done about it?

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability



Activity: Divide class into 5 groups and assign them a role. Hand out the cards. Hold up a jar of coffee and tell 
them how much its costs $10 to buy in Australia. Ask each group to decide how much of the selling price they 

should get for their work. Students debate how much they should get and provide reasons. 
Adapted from: http://www.dep.org.uk/activities/ge-activities/13/ge13rolecards.htm

COFFEE GROWERS 
You live in a rural part of Colombia. You have two acres of land to farm and 
your main source of income is from growing and selling coffee. You plant 
coffee trees and weed the ground. The trees require regular work to keep 
them healthy so they bear fruit. You harvest the coffee 'cherries' by hand 

when they are ripe. You dry them in the sun and sell them to a visiting buyer. 
The money you earn from the coffee is essential to pay for your children's 

school and the family's medical bills. Every 15 years you need to buy 
seedlings to replace old trees. 

COFFEE EXPORTERS 
You visit the growers to buy their coffee. The growers are scattered over a 

wide area, so you have to pay for transport and fuel to collect the coffee. Your 
factory processes the coffee 'cherries' to extract the 'green beans'. You sort 

the beans, pack them in bags and transport them to the coast where you sell 
them to a shipping company. The market for coffee is unpredictable, so you 

sometimes have to pay to have it stored.
You also need money to renew and repair machinery and to pay skilled 

people to operate it. 

SHIPPING COMPANIES
You buy the bags of 'green' coffee beans from the coffee exporter, load them 

on to your ship, and transport them to  UK, where you sell them to the coffee 
roaster. You pay highly skilled people to operate your ships. There are risks 
involved and you have to take out insurance for the ships and their cargoes, 

as well as pay for fuel. You also need to pay fees for using the ports and taxes 
for importing the coffee.

ROASTERS 
You buy the 'green' coffee beans from a shipping company and mix the 

different varieties of bean to get a 'blend'. You roast the beans and process 
them to make instant coffee then package it into jars and sell it to retailers. It 
is a competitive business and so you have to spend large amounts of money 
to advertise your brand and to provide attractive packaging. You constantly 

need to invest money to improve the taste and keep ahead of the competition. 

RETAILERS 
You buy the instant coffee from the wholesaler (the roaster), store it until you need it, label it with the price, put it on display and sell it to the customer. You 

have to pay high rents to sell your goods at a popular location. You have to make your shop is attractive, which means expensive decorations and you train and 
pay a large sales force to provide good customer service. 
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INCREASING

WILDFIRE SMOKE

despite regulations 20% 

of wildfires across 

Indonesia are attributed 

to 'slash and burn' 

rainforests and burning 

peat, for oil palm

VANISHING 

FORESTS

expansion into virgin 

tropical forests and 

old growth forests. 

Replaced by 

monoculture crop.

EXPANDING

CARBON 

FOOTPRINT:

emissions from 

deforestation, 

wildfires and 

processing palm 

oil.

DISAPPEARING

PEATLAND

much of Indonesian 

rainforest grows on carbon-

rich peatland. Destruction 

affects biodiversity and 

climate (increase carbon 

dioxide)

DWINDLING 

BIODIVERSITY AND 

ESCALATING 

AGROCHEMICALS 

Disappearing species e.g. 

Sumatran elephant, 

Sumatran Tiger, Sumatran 

Orangutan.

Pollutants from fertilisers, 

pesticides and rodenticides. 

SWELLING

LAND CONFLICTS

between palm oil 

plantations and 

indigenous people

GE4-5

Student discusses 
management of 

places and 
environments for 

their 
sustainability
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GeoWorld 

• grown in 125 countries
• one third grown in China.
• growth in developing 

countries

• 1.3 billion people smoke
• cigarette sales increasing 

2% a year
• growing in developing 

countries, especially 
China
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perspectives of 
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organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



Picture graph: Comparing past and future deaths http://www.who.int/tobacco/en/atlas

MALAWI  CHILD LABOUR
78% 10-14 YEARS: 55% 7-9 YEARS

Cartoon: Playing with children’s lives. What is the message?  http://www.corpwatch.org/article.php?id=14947

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies

http://www.who.int/tobacco/en/atlas


Fieldwork: Research local supermarket. List countries where goods are produced. Position information on an 
annotated world map.

GE4-7

Student acquires 
and processes 
geographical 

information by 
selecting and using 
geographical tools 

for inquiry

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies



3. 

TRADE
goods 

and 
services 
across a 
range of 

scales

GOODS SERVICES

Oil, natural gas, minerals
Food
Illegal Drugs
Armaments
E-waste
Smuggling
Trade agreements-FTA 
Fairtrade

Tourism
Human trafficking
Education
Finance-investment, shares
Money laundering, capital 
flight-overseas accounts
Remittances
Aid 
*Telecommunications
*ICT
* OVERLAP

GeoWorld 



http://www.paragkhanna.com/home/2016/3/9/special-economic-zones?rq=special%20economic%20zones

3. TRADE
Goods across a range 

of scales

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments



Activity: In groups, summarise global interconnections via main exports
Extra 38 maps on global connections at http://www.Vox.Com/2014/8/26/6063749/38-maps-that-explain-the-global-economy



https://asialinkbusiness.com.au/uploads/content/General/Exports_mapv2.png

3. TRADE
Goods and services 

across a range of 
scales



https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2015/09/24/china-explained-simply-with-charts/?utm_term=.7e06758b5456

Activity
• Why does China consume such large quantities of raw materials?
• Discuss the impacts of mining on  Australia (places, people and environments)?

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

of goods on people, places 
and environments

3. TRADE
Goods across a range 

of scales



https://media1.britannica.com/eb-media/20/69620-004-AC04BCC4.jpg

3. TRADE
Goods-range of 

scales

GeoWorld 

Blood diamonds or conflict diamonds, 
are mined in a war zone and sold 
secretly all over world, to finance 

government and/or rebel war efforts. 

4. PRODUCTION AND 
CONSUMPTION

of goods on people, 
places and 

environments



Activities
 form groups and receive a copy of resource, cut 

into separate cards
 decide what cards relate to production and 

consumption of diamonds
 explain how active global citizens can reduce 

the ‘bloody’ trade
 Discuss why diamond industry is unsustainable
 list reasons why Nicola refused to wear bling

(Adapted from Bury Church of England High School, Specialist Humanities College 
http://www.juicygeography.co.uk/diamonds.htm#teaching)

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 
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GE4-5

Student discusses 
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environments for 

their 
sustainability



https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/564x/40/2e/26/402e269b5c6b63d887c25eaccd2f3dc4.jpg

3. TRADE

GeoWorld 
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environments for 

their 
sustainability



https://piktochart.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/Human-trafficking1.jpg
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GeoWorld 
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range of 
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GeoWorld 
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issues
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3. TRADE
services across a 
range of scales

GeoWorld 

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



Cartoon: 20 April 2009 Bill Leak 

Source: ttp://newmatilda.com/2009/04/20/happy-rough-it-0

3. TRADE
services across a 
range of scales

GeoWorld 
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people and 
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range of 
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issues



https://static.independent.co.uk/s3fs-public/styles/story_medium/public/thumbnails/image/2016/02/24/16/Arms-Exporters-Importer.jpg

GeoWorld 

3. TRADE
goods-

national scale

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues



https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/64/Drugroutemap.gif

GeoWorld 

3. TRADE
goods

GE4-4

Student examines 
perspectives of 

people and 
organisations on a 

range of 
geographical 

issues

STUDY NATIONAL SCALE
AFGHANISTAN, COLOMBIA



https://infrarati.files.wordpress.com/2010/08/ewastemap2.jpg GeoWorld 

3. TRADE
goods

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

STUDY NATIONAL-LOCAL SCALE
CHINA-VILLAGE



’

FTA aims to increase trade in goods and services 

between countries.

Trade agreements:

• bilateral between 2 countries

• multilateral between several countries

Australia 

World Trade Organisation (WTO) regulates trade 

between countries. Supervises about 60 FTA. 

Number of FTA’s is large and complicated.

OPERATING PROPOSED

 New Zealand, Singapore, 

Thailand, USA, Chile, 

Malaysia, and ASEAN 

countries. 

 Korea and Japan

 Three bilateral: China, India and 

Indonesia

 Four multilateral: Trans-Pacific 

Partnership Agreement (PPA), Gulf 

Cooperation Council, Pacific Trade 

and Economic Agreement, and 

Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership Agreement.

GE4-2

Student describes 
processes and 
influences that 

form and 
transform places 

and environments

GE4-3

Student explains 
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and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change



http://artnet.unescap.org/APTIAD/pillar.aspx

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change



http://dfat.gov.au/trade/agreements/tpp/PublishingImages/infographic-trade-exports-2.jpg

TPP AT A GLANCE
FOR AUSTRALIA 

https://www.toonpool.com/user/123252/files/tpp_nafta_2858895.jpg

Activity: What will be the impacts of breaking a FTA in the future- on  people, places and environments?

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
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places and 
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in change



2.

TECHNOLOGY
Transport,

information and 
communications 

technology

TRANSPORT ICT
Air-jet
Containerisation
Canals-Suez, Panama
Impacts of transport 
on people, places, 
environments
Future

Internet, Flikr, Blogs, Twitter, 
Facebook
Augmented reality
Satellite, drones, cables
Cyberattacks, spoofing
Digital connectivity
Outsourcing-call centres
Digital divide
Social media and social 
change-active citizenship

GeoWorld 



 People travel to other countries in fast A380 
airbus

 While sitting at computers people can:
communicate instantly across world - email 

and mobile phone
use Google Earth to visit exciting places on 

Earth
buy goods: e-bay, Amazon
 find information
download music

Activity:
What has been the impact of increasing global connectivity on 
people and places?

English singer Adele posted a track from her 
latest album, 25, on YouTube.
Sold over15 million downloads. 
Makes her one of the most famous 
beneficiaries of the new age of digital 
globalisation.

2. TECHNOLOGY
Transport,

information and 
communications 

technology
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Student explains 
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2. TECHNOLOGY
information and 
communications 

technology

GE4-8
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GeoWorld 

2. TECHNOLOGY
information and 
communications 

technology
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Student explains 
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between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change



Digital flows are everywhere!
• multinational company monitor production remotely 

by installing sensors on oil wells.
• manufacturer in Spain buys components from a 

Chinese supplier on Alibaba
• girl in Kenya logs on for a personalised math lesson

from California
• thousands of Syrian refugees turn to Facebook to 

guide their journey to Europe.
• growth of apps
• use of augmented reality

Problems
• spam, hacking, cybercrime
• identity theft GeoWorld 

2. TECHNOLOGY
information and 
communications 

technology

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
and connections 
between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change



Activity: Research call centres in India or the Philippines
Why do they exist? What organisations use them? What are their impacts on people and places in India?

GeoWorld 

2. TECHNOLOGY
information and 
communications 

technology

GE4-8

Student 
communicates 
geographical 

information using 
a variety of 
strategies
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https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/af/c0/7b/afc07b99fd2ac6badacb9464cb087d90.jpg

Increased communication
Internet, smartphones, email, 

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/bc/e9/a9/bce9a90d6b271530f29a5239bc6461a5.jpg

Increased power and wealth
Global organisations –TNCS 
(Microsoft, Nike, Coca Cola). 

Increased links between 
countries
Political meetings, international 
agreements–trade (free trade, fair 
trade), World Trade Organisation, 
World Economic Forum, UN 
Human Rights agreements

Activity:
Describe the consequences of an interconnected world as a media report
List the positive and negative aspects of these global interconnections in a two column table 

GE4-3

Student explains 
how interactions 
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between people, 

places and 
environments result 

in change



https://i0.wp.com/www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/hqdefault-6.jpg?resize=600%2C337

Emerging futures
 Rising nationalism and protectionism
 Cancelling Free Trade Agreements e.g. TPP
 Building protected borders
 Intensifying climate change
 Developing new technology-robotics 
 Spreading new diseases
 Evolving geopolitical tensions-South China 

Sea, North Korea, EU

Activity: 
Why are interconnections important to future of places and 
environments?
In groups brainstorm future changes. 
Select two changes and discuss the consequences of the emerging 

change on the  future of places, people or environments.



https://www.zurich.com/_/media/dbe/corporate/knowledge/images/risk-trends-interconnection-
map.jpg?la=en&hash=AA5F70D9B792D0977F80983E81C07D726322DC62



Activity:
In groups draw a futures wheel illustrating 
‘probable future’ interconnections involving: 
• travel, recreational, cultural activities
• technology
• trade
• production and consumption of goods and 

services

Present the graphical visualisation using ICT e.g. 
FreeMind mapping  software 

Describe the processes and influences that form 
and transform Australian or Asian places and 
environments from tourism. Present as a TV 
report

http://www.illustrationsource.com/stock/image/51682/people-on-worldquestion-
mark/?&results_per_page=1&detail=TRUE&page=21
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